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The subjects that are included in a course of study or taught in a school, college, etc is called

................................ .

coaching anatomy fitness curriculum

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part I: Select the best choice (a, b, c, or d) and mark it on your answer sheet.

David is hoping to .................................... in the paris marathon.

compete contest endurance coaching

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Their team won the swimmimg .................................

compete competition competitive competitively

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The government plans to ............................... more jobs for young people.

creative creation create creatively

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The movement or sound of the heart as it pumps blood around the body is called ..........................

.

heartbeat circulation impulse pulse

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A .................................... is a medical instrument by which a doctor can hear the sound of the

heartbeat.

ophthalmoscope stethoscope

otoscope osculation

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The doctor needed a ....................................... of his urine.

pulse diagnosis impulse specimen

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The movement of blood around the body is called .................................... .

epidemic medication paralysis circulation

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Exercise is the best ................................. for some patients.

disorder therapy epidemic rehabilitation

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The recent operation ...................................... his sight.

restored restoring restoration restorative

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are some ............................. that code for the color of the eyes.

heredity chromosome embryo genes

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The process of adding a phosphate group to an organic molecule is called ................................... .

biochemistry phosphorylation

synthesis replica

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Some diseases are present by .............................. .

membrane heredity gene zygote

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After .................................... the cells of the egg divide.

fertilizable fertilize fertilization fertilizing

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He puts a lot of ........................... on a tennis ball when hitting it.

spin shank stride trajectory

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The hip joint functions as an axis for the ................................. .

stride dash shank thigh

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Please .................................. the wheel through 180 degrees.

rotates rotation rotate rotary

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The big match a%racted 100000 ............................. .

stand spectators scuffle fair play

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The state of being very tired is called ............................... .

aggressiveness scuffle exhaustion hiking

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It would be foolish to ........................... from a single example.

generalize generalized generalization generalizable

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the best title for the above passage? 

International Olympic Committee Drug abuse

Olympic athletes National olympic committee

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Read the following  passage and answer the quessions that follow it.
Passage I. Efforts of the International Olympic  Committee to limit  drug abuse have often been frustrated
by national olympic  committees determined upon sports victories at any cost. Efforts to control drug
abuse in professional sports and in intercollegiate  athletics have frequently been countered by the
athletes' concerns regarding personal privacy.  Neverthless, in the United States, codes of varying
strictness have been imposed in different  sports, part of which includes  therequirement of periodic testing
for drug use. Olympic  athletes now undergo testing prior to participation.
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What is the meaning of "countered" in the second sentence?

used performed controlled opposed

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"codes" in the third sentence means .................................

marks shows signs rules

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the reference of "which" in the third sentence?

codes sports strictness drug use

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of "prior to" in the last line?

Before After Next to Besides

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"includes" can be replaced by ....................................

introduces does contains makes

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Select the best title for this passage.

Physical education Basic movement patterns

Athletic skills Physical development

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Read the following  passage and answer the questions that follow it.
Passage II. Physical  education is instruction about the physical  structure and development of the body, its
physiological  and mechanical  functions,  and its most effective  use. This process begins when the young
child  learns basic movement patterns that provide stimulation to physical  development. It continues in
later childhood with the development of more complex movement patterns that lead to acquisition of

"its" in the first line refers to ...................................... .

physical education physical structure

physiological functions body

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"begins" means ..........................................

includes makes starts uses

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the reference of "that" in the last sentence?

later childhood development

athletic skills complex movement patterns

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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